SPARTACOTE™ CHIP
Chip (Flake) Broadcast Systems

Colors are representative only, mock-ups and field test areas are required in order to validate performance and appearance related characteristics as intended for use.
SPARTACOTE™ CHIP
Chip (Flake) Broadcast Systems

1/16” Chip - Camel*
1/16” Chip - Parchment*
1/16” Chip - Gray*
1/16” Chip - Pewter*
1/8” Chip - Pearl*
1/8” Chip - Khaki*
1/16” Chip - Clay*
1/16” Chip - Sand*
1/8” Chip - Confetti*

* Special order only. Please allow for additional lead time.
Colors are representative only, mock-ups and field test areas are required in order to validate performance and appearance related characteristics as intended for use.
SPARTACOTE™ CHIP
Chip (Flake) Broadcast Systems

1/16" Chip - Platinum*
1/16" Chip - Iron*
1/16" Chip - Linen*

1/16" Chip - Pebble*
1/8" Chip - Flaxen*

1/8" Chip - Charcoal*
1/8" Chip - Quartz*
1/8" Chip - Smoke*
1/8" Chip - Charcoal*
1/8" Chip - Linen*

1/8" Chip - Linen*
1/8" Chip - Quartz*
1/8" Chip - Smoke*

* Special order only. Please allow for additional lead time.
Colors are representative only, mock-ups and field test areas are required in order to validate performance and appearance related characteristics as intended for use.
SPARTACOTE™ CHIP
Chip (Flake) Broadcast Systems

1/16” Chip - Champagne*
1/16” Chip - Ivory*
1/16” Chip - Latte*
1/16” Chip - Graystone*
1/16” Chip - Speckle*
1/8” Chip - Oat*

* Special order only. Please allow for additional lead time.
Colors are representative only, mock-ups and field test areas are required in order to validate performance and appearance related characteristics as intended for use.
A multi-coat chip (flake) broadcast system designed to provide an attractive and durable, seamless flooring finish. Available in 8 standard and 24 special order chip blends. Custom chip blends available upon request.

- Rapid return to service
- Customizable aesthetics to match any decor
- Excellent durability - stain, chemical and abrasion resistant
- Low VOC, low odor options
- Integrated anti-microbial technology

Recommended Industries
- Education
- Manufacturing
- Healthcare
- Stadium & Event Spaces
- Retail Spaces & Shopping Malls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>SURFACE PREPARATION</th>
<th>NUMBER OF COATS</th>
<th>OVERALL THICKNESS (DFT)</th>
<th>SYSTEM BUILD</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SPARTACOTE™ CHIP XPL | Mechanically profile to a CSP-2 | 2 | 25-45 mils | Prime Coat/Broadcast Coat: SPARTACOTE™ FLEX XPL (Pigmented)  
Broadcast: SPARTACOTE BLENDED CHIP  
Top Coat: SPARTACOTE FLEX XPL (Clear) | Easy application with reduced roller marks  
Attractive textured finish  
Quick return to service  
Available with Clinical Plus anti-microbial |
| SPARTACOTE CHIP PURE | Mechanically profile to a CSP-2 | 2 | 25-35 mils | Prime Coat/Broadcast Coat: SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE™ (Pigmented)  
Broadcast: SPARTACOTE BLENDED CHIP  
Top Coat: SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE (Clear) | Ideal for indoor applications  
Attractive textured finish  
Quick return to service  
Available with Clinical Plus anti-microbial |
| SPARTACOTE CHIP SB  | Mechanically profile to a CSP-2 | 3 | 25-40 mils | Prime Coat: SPARTACOTE FLEX SB (Pigmented)  
Broadcast Coat: SPARTACOTE BLENDED CHIP  
Top Coat: SPARTACOTE FLEX SB (Clear) | Beautiful color intensity & luster  
Quick return to service  
Low temperature cure (-30°F/-34°C) |
| SPARTACOTE CHIP PTC | Mechanically profile to a CSP-3 to 5 | 3 | 35-75 mils | Prime Coat: SPARTACOTE General Primer  
Broadcast Coat: SPARTACOTE Surface Build Flake  
Broadcast: SPARTACOTE BLENDED CHIP  
Top Coat: SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE (Clear) | Durable polyspartic top coat  
Attractive textured finish  
High chemical, abrasion and stain resistance  
Available with Clinical Plus anti-microbial |
| SPARTACOTE CHIP UTC | Mechanically profile to a CSP-3 to 5 | 3 | 35-40 mils | Prime Coat: SPARTACOTE General Primer  
Broadcast Coat: SPARTACOTE Surface Build Flake  
Broadcast: SPARTACOTE BLENDED CHIP  
Top Coat: SPARTACOTE Urethane Floor Sealer WB | High chemical resistant urethane top coat  
Attractive textured finish  
Matte and satin finish options |
| SPARTACOTE CHIP HB  | Mechanically profile to a CSP-3 to 5 | 3 | 45-85 mils | Prime Coat: SPARTACOTE General Primer  
Broadcast Coat: SPARTACOTE Surface Build Flake  
Broadcast: SPARTACOTE BLENDED CHIP  
Top Coat: SPARTACOTE Surface Build UV Top Coat | High build epoxy system  
Attractive textured finish  
UV resistant epoxy top coat |

For protection against moisture vapor or when the relative humidity (RH) in the concrete measures 75% or greater use SPARTACOTE™ Moisture Vapor Barrier as your base coat and save a step by broadcasting directly into the wet resin.